A TRUE TURNKEY SOLUTION
FULLY INTEGRATED SOFTWARE AND HARDWARE

POWERED BY 8 NVIDIA TESLA V100 GPUs
BUILT ON THE LATEST NVIDIA VOLTA™ ARCHITECTURE

DEPLOY QUICKLY AND SIMPLY
Plug-and-play setup that takes you from power-on to deep learning in minutes

ITERATE AND INNOVATE FASTER
UNPARALLELED DEEP LEARNING TRAINING PERFORMANCE

EFFECTIVENESS PRODUCTIVITY
GET STARTED AS FAST AS 2 HOURS WITH NVIDIA DGX

ACCELERATE YOUR DEEP LEARNING TODAY
www.nvidia.com/dgx-server

NVIDIA DGX-1 Delivers 140X Faster Deep Learning Training

Relative Performance (Based on Time to Train)

ITERATE AND INNOVATE FASTER
UNPARALLELED DEEP LEARNING TRAINING PERFORMANCE

NVIDIA GPU CLOUD AND SUPPORT
Access to NVIDIA’s vast deep learning knowledge, expertise, and the latest software updates
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